
Final Project: Project Proposals ME-84/CD-114 Spring 2018 
Final Project Proposal Presentation given in-class on Tuesday (2/27) 

Final Project Proposal Documentation due to website by Wed (2/28) at 9pm 

 

Final Project Description: The Final Project for the semester is to create a new technology,               

robotic in nature, that helps young children (aged 4 to 7 years old) learn a new topic or concept                   

(within a specific developmental domain). Your project should: (1) show that your project group              

understands the developmental needs of children in this age group for the particular chosen              

domain; (2) include a robotic (sense/think/act) technological component that operates          

consistently and reliably; (3) be designed to address the children’s needs (physically, mentally,             

emotionally, etc); (4) be implemented (across overall design and all the curricular and             

technological components) from both context and client-focused perspectives; (5) evaluate your           

proposed technological tool to demonstrate it succeeded in its originally stated learning goals;             

and (6) appropriately document and communicate the design, implementation, and findings. 

 

Final Project: Project Proposals consists of two parts (detailed below): (1) Project Proposal             

Presentations to be given in-class in front of the rest of the class, and (2) Project Proposal                 

Documentation  to be submitted by your group to the class website. 

 

Project Proposal Presentation (in-class, Tues Feb 27th): Your Project Group should present,            

in-class, your Final Project Proposal. Presentations should be 5 minutes in length, and should              

consist of the following components: 

● Title: What is the name of your product? 

● Team members: Who is on the team (including year, major, and what class they are in). 

● Overview of the Developmental Domain : Briefly indicate the developmental domain and           

what particular theme/topic your product will address. 

● Proposed Project: Describe both the learning technology being developed and the           

curricular interactions by the intended audience. 

● Evaluation: What research questions are you asking with regards to the developmental            

domain and how will you be collecting and analyzing data to understand/reach answers? 

Project Proposal Presentations will be judged based on: overall organization, inclusion of            

required components, time management, coherency and quality of communication, and ability to            

address/respond to questions from the audience. 

 

Project Proposal Documentation (to website, Wed Feb 28th): Your Project Group should            

deliver, via the class website, Final Project Proposal documentation that should consist of the              

following components: 

● Title: What is the name of your product? 

● Team members: Add your team members as co-authors to the project post on the              

website and also list them within the documentation document. 

● Abstract: The short elevator-pitch of the product (addressing the developmental domain           

of learning as well as innovative concept being developed). 



● Overview of the Developmental Domain : Provide context of the problem you are trying to              

solve, why it’s important, and any design constraints and considerations related to the             

topic. 

○ What are the goals of the technology? How does it help young children learn and               

explore? Why is your technology developmentally appropriate? How does your          

proposed technology related to other existing technologies for young children? 

● Project Idea: Describe using words and diagrams the product you are proposing. 

○ What are the learning goal(s) from within the developmental domain that your            

product is addressing? Why is this important? How does your proposed           

technology relate to other existing technologies for young children? 

● Project Implementation (Curricular): Provide a curricular “scope and sequence” related to           

the use of your product, addressing the questions below. 

○ How can your technology be used? In which context? By which professionals?            

What kind of knowledge should these professionals have? How long does it take             

for children to first learn how to use the technology? How long is the              

“user-experience” once children have learned how to us it? What other           

educational materials will be used alongside the technology to facilitate the           

experience? 

● Project Implementation (Technical): Provide details of the technical implementation of          

the product. 

○ What components, tasks, and required technology(ies) are required for         

implementing your product? Consider both software and hardware aspects.         

Break this description into (if appropriate) two separate sections for          

implementation of the initial prototype and the eventual final product. 

● Project Evaluation: Provide a testing protocol for how your technology will be tested,             

addressing the following questions. 

○ How will your technology be evaluated? How will you measure its successes and             

failures? What research questions in the area of child development and           

education might result from using your technology? 

○ What kind of data will you collect from your testing? How will you collect the               

data? How will you analyze the data? 

● Project Plan: Next steps and overall timeline for implementing project. And any required             

tools or technologies you need (e.g. don’t currently have) in order to achieve both the               

prototype and (anticipated) final product. 

○ What different roles different people in your group will play? What are the             

individual areas of responsibility? 

Project Proposal Documentation  will be judged on: overall organization, inclusion of required 

components, quality (realistic expectations, depth and understanding of content, etc) of 

subsections, and coherency across document (flow, consistency, etc). 

  


